CLAY MINERALS AND HUMIC SUBSTANCES AS LANDFILL CLOSURE COVERING MATERIAL CONSTITUENTS: FIRST STUDIES
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Abstract
Soil and groundwater as the leachate may contaminate surrounding watersheds, thus different pollutants from closed dumps and landfills pose significant risks to human health and ecology. Pollution may lead to soil and water degradation however it might be diminished through sustainable dump site closure projects and processual management. Several decades of clays and clay minerals studies lead to modified clay composites concept that is one of the potential promising solutions for building the landfill covering material and serve as capping biocover layer at the same time. As humic substances are constituents of soil organic matter, pollutants can be sorbed on the surfaces of complex molecules. This kind of humic acid-clay mineral composite materials thus might become as low cost building material component - covering material. Construction of such layer are to be performed as a combination of clay-humic composites and landfill mined fine fraction of waste with small amendment of natural soil. Several hypotheses that are already proven has to be mentioned: a) Clay minerals produce composites with humic substances; 2) Clay-humic complexes reduce through sorption both organic and inorganic pollutants; 3) Low risk of toxic byproducts from landfill mined waste fine fraction can be the problem; 4) Such composites mostly would trap toxic contaminants (e.g., pharmaceuticals) found in reworked fine fraction of waste. The aim of the work is to provide alternative solution for landfill closure by giving theoretical considerations from multidisciplinary knowledge of environmental engineering, chemistry and waste management.
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Introduction
The landfills are systems with pollution and aftercare period that takes a long time. Increasing amount of household and industrial wastes, and landfilling in a business-as-usual way lead to a large number of contaminated sites that are called landfills (Burlakovs et al., 2013; Critto et al., 2006; Prokop, Schamann, & Edelgaard, 2000). This environmental contamination as a result of anthropogenic activities have direct and indirect toxic effects in an unacceptable amount and concentrations that are known from historical studies and monitoring; however, it should be periodically updated for the use of territorial planning or in case of a change of the land use (Burlakovs, Kasparinskis, & Klavins, 2012). A special attention should be paid to this pollution in a former dump sites, as in many cases this is most problematic for remediation and situated nearby cities. Priority aspect of the importance to be remediated and re-cultivated in an innovative way is tremendously necessary (Burlakovs, 2014; Burlakovs, 2017; Hogland, 2018).

The aim of the work is to provide alternative solution for landfill closure by giving theoretical considerations from multidisciplinary knowledge of environmental engineering, chemistry and waste management.

Former landfills with mixed household waste can be composed of hazardous waste as well as all other types of waste. Historically all around the world different kinds of municipal, residential and construction waste plus hazardous substances were buried in these places; decades of dumping left unacceptable locations of concentrated threat to environment and human health (Burlakovs, 2008, 2012). Innovative solutions and closure, treatment of such dump sites is of high importance.

Humic substances (HS) is of the most important groups of biomolecules (Stevenson, 1982) and has own unique chemical category. HS has distinct unique properties, and those might be isolated from the organic mass. The most common definition is that ‘HS are a general category of naturally occurring, biogenic, heterogenous organic substances that can generally be characterized as being yellow to black in color, of high molecular weight and refractory’ (Stevenson, 1994).

Soil remediation at dumps often needs more complicated solution starting from primitive soil excavating and transporting to other waste landfills up to sophisticated techniques of remediation by vitrification and using additives that can be used for the treatment of soil.

Remediation with HS has shown good result for diminishing the content of biologically available copper and lead. Contaminated sandy soils and sandy loam from Ap and E soil horizons transformed metals to biologically unavailable stable form and the result was diminished amount of free exchange cations (Burlakovs & Vircavs, 2011; Burlakovs et al., 2013).

Clay components and humic acids treatment performed to contaminated soil with heavy metals as model contaminants has been done previously. Remediation with easily available additive materials of natural origin such as clays found all over the world in large amounts and modified with HS might be a
good solution. HS alone performed good results on treatment of copper (Burlakovs et al., 2016).

Remediation technologies can be divided into: in-situ and ex-situ methods (Reddy, Adams, & Richardson, 1999). Soil amendments is in-situ technology for the revitalization process of polluted soil. Clays and clay minerals and humic acids (HA) are important remediation agents for the immobilization of metals in soils (Dercova et al., 2007; Indianara et al., 2009). Thus, locally available resources as natural clays and organic substances are important in this technology and may be effectively used for the treatment. After general treatment enhanced phytoremediation is welcome to finish the process with environmentally and circular economy friendly solution (Valujeva et al., 2018).

Materials and Methods
Metal complexation and its potential in remedial processes

Clays are alkaline porous alumino-silicates (Joshi et al., 2002), negatively charged (Mohamed, 2001), neutralized with cations in the structure sites itself (Breck, 1974; Mondales, Carland, & Aplan, 1995). Clay minerals with soil organic matter are of particular interest due to ability to form stable complexes with metal ions (Havelcava et al., 2009).

Metal ion complex formation with its natural ability of metal complexation is of unexplored potential for landfill coverage in future. The strength of the interaction among organic ligands and metals may be modeled as a function of pH and reactant concentration (Byrne et al., 2011) and experimentally proves usefulness of natural clays and HS as remediation amendment for contaminated soils in dumps.

Metals in the Ap horizon during the time of 4 months have been bound in more stable complexes than at the beginning before the HS amendment – a stable fraction has increased for both Cu and Pb. Already the original soil of Ap horizon has high content of organic matter and adding the HS is increasing the stability of metal complexes even further (Figure 1) (Burlakovs et al., 2013).

Recalculation of metal ions in the solution as well as the ability of metals to bind with humic acids and clays are calculated according formulas (1) and (2):

![Figure 1. Illustrative example of enhanced copper stability (a) Forms of copper in sandy loam soil with no amendments of HS; (b) Forms of copper sandy loam soil with HS solution amendment of 20 g l⁻¹. (Burlakovs et al., 2013).](image)

![Figure 2. Illustrative example for HS amendment enhanced Pb and Cu stabilization in complexes (a) Amount of free exchange lead (Pb) in sandy soil with no amendment and HS solution of 20 g l⁻¹; (b) Amount of free exchange copper (Cu) in sandy soil with no amendment and HS solution of 20 g l⁻¹.](image)
$\text{Cu} + \text{HS} = \text{CuHS}$

where the Cu is the amount of $\text{Cu}^{2+}$ moles in solution and HS – amount of moles of humic acid in the solution, and

$$K_0 = \frac{\text{CuHS}}{[\text{Cu}]} \cdot (\text{HS} – \text{CuHS})$$

where $[\text{Cu}]$ – concentration of hydrated $\text{Cu}^{2+}$ in the solution; $K_0$ – stability constant of complex forming; CuHS – amount of moles, which are included in complexes (Bresnahan, Grant, & Weber, 1978).

It is absolutely clear that clay minerals and HS have done significant enhanced stabilization of Pb and Cu in the Ap horizon of sandy soil – it is in biologically less available forms, adding HS is improving formation of stable metal complexes less available for plants. Series of experiments by using HS have shown promising results for diminishing the content of biologically available Cu and Pb, so we may assume that those ingredients might be of good use for using in landfill closure to stop the migration of heavy metal pollution (Figure 2) (Burlakovs et al., 2013). Contaminated soil exposed to HS transform metals to biologically less available forms meaning that HS can be added in order to make biocover with the use of clay-humic substances composites in biocover material.

Results and Discussions

**Clay minerals and HS composites for pharmaceutical treatment**

Natural clay minerals as potential sorbents have received a lot of attention, due to low cost, abundance and interesting properties relevant to treatment procedures of contaminants (Zhang et al., 2015). Innovative sorbents may be synthesized by various modification opportunities (Lee & Tiwari, 2012). For organic pollutants sorption mainly organoclays were popular studied subject (Ozola et al., 2019). Intercalation of various organic compounds is processed in interlayers of double clay layers (Yariv & Cross, 2002). With some given examples like kaolinite processed in modification with hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide, may be used to treat chromates, arsenate and nitrates (Li & Bowman, 2001), while some multi-layered clay minerals with organic modification were good for pesticide removal (Rodríguez-Cruz et al., 2007).

Conversely, humic acid is a non-toxic, naturally occurring organic matter which results from long-term physical, microbial and chemical transformations of organic debris and can be used for clay modification to obtain a sorbent for the removal of organic and inorganic pollutants (Jin et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018). Humic acid is a chemically heterogeneous compound which contains both hydrophilic and hydrophobic molecules with numerous functional groups – for example, hydroxyl and carboxyl, phenolic and amino groups. Humic acid is mostly negatively charged due to deprotonation of the phenolic and carboxyl groups in aqueous solutions where environment is from weakly acidic to basic (Anirudhan, Suchithra, & Radhakrishnan, 2009; El-Sayed et al., 2019). Figure 3

![Figure 3. Humic acid structure (Zhu et al., 2018).](image-url)
shows the hypothetical structure of humic acid containing all structural components.

Sorption mechanism of humic acid on clay mineral surface includes ligand exchange, cation and water bridging, entropy driven hydrophobic interactions and van der Waals interactions (Chotzen et al., 2016; Feng, A.J. Simpson, & M.J. Simpson, 2005; Wang et al., 2018). The favourable sorption mechanisms are determined by the nature of humic acid molecules as well as by the properties of the clay mineral surface. Humic acid adsorption on kaolinite mineral mostly occurs by ligand exchange reaction between polar functional groups of humic acid and hydroxyl edge surface sites of clay mineral. While humic acid adsorption on smectite type minerals occurs mostly on the large basal surfaces; electrostatic interaction, bridging and hydrogen bonding account for the formation of organic coatings on the clay particles (Chotzen et al., 2016; Feng, A.J. Simpson, & M.J. Simpson, 2005; Ghosh, 2009; Wang et al., 2018).

Also, an important factor that affects adsorption is pH of environment (Figure 4). For example, at alkaline pH hydrophobic attraction is the main interaction mechanism between humic acid and kaolinite. This reaction mainly occurs only on the kaolinite’s hydrophobic basal plane (T-face). At acidic pH the edge-face and the O-face of kaolinite becomes more positively charged and electrostatic interaction between clay mineral and humic acid is one of main adsorption mechanisms next to ligand exchange (Chen et al., 2017).

There have been numerous publications studying clay minerals and humic acid composites for removal of different pollutants such as heavy metals (Jin et al., 2016), radioactive elements (Hongxia et al., 2016) and dyes (Anirudhan, Suchithra, & Radhakrishnan, 2009) and phosphorus in wastewater and surface waters (Zamparas et al., 2015).

However, currently crucial is contamination with pharmaceutical products – emerging environmental pollutants widely used as human and veterinary drugs to treat infectious diseases. These chemicals have gained increasing attention in recent years, due to increasing consumption of pharmaceuticals and continuous release into the aquatic environment. Pharmaceuticals enter the water systems through wastewater effluent, sewage sludge, landfill leachate, manure applications or from industries. The main problem is that removal of these compounds during wastewater treatment is presently insufficient, resulting in their occurrence not only in treated wastewater but also in ground water and drinking water. The effect and the fate of pharmaceuticals on the human health and wildlife are still unclear. Though, it has been found these compounds potential to cause aquatic toxicity, genotoxicity, endocrine disruption and development of resistance in pathogenic microbes (Couto, Lange, & Amaral, 2019; de Oliveira et al., 2019; Dogan et al., 2020; Dordio et al., 2017; Studmair et al., 2018).

Recent studies have shown that clay minerals and clay-humic acid composites can be natural, low cost and effective sorbents to remove various pharmaceutical products from environment. For example, montmorillonite has been used to remove pharmaceutical products such as tramadol and doxepine (Thiebault, Guegan, & Boussafir, 2015); kaolinite to remove ofloxacin (Li, Bi, & Chen, 2017); and natural clay (mainly consisting from smectite and kaolinite) to remove ibuprofen, naproxen and carbamazepine from aqueous solutions (Khazri et al., 2017). While montmorillonite and humic acid composites have been studied as sorbents for removal of tetracycline, oxytetracycline and chlortetracycline which are broad spectrum antibiotics widely used in animal production. Results confirmed that the sorption of antibiotics significantly increased by the presence of humic acid coating on the clay mineral surface. And adsorption of all antibiotics on montmorillonite-humic acid composite was due to existence of coordination or protonation (or both) between cations of clay and
oxygen in tetracyclines (Bansal, 2012). Likewise, modification of kaolinite with humic acid significantly improved sorption capacity of carbamazepine and increased pore volume and specific surface area of composite material (Wang et al., 2018). However, there have been studies confirming that raw clay and humic acid are more effective sorbents alone than clay and humic acid composite materials due to absence of sorption sites that are being occupied by humic acid molecules (Pils & Laird, 2007; Yan, Hu, & Jing, 2012).

Conclusions
The landfill closure process has similarities with environmental remediation process; however, there are additional components related whether the capping of contamination includes the need of sorption, such as water of irrigation or leachate recirculation and total produced leachate treatment with innovative materials. Environmental risks related to failed closure of landfills require strong scientific basis of geochemical processes in immobilizing matrix and about pollutants. Innovative closure of landfills by capping with landfill mined fine fraction material mixed with modified clay with humic substances is one of prospective solutions. More studies are needed and modelling elaborated in order to find the right recipe for finding the best constituents to stop leaching of pollution out of the landfill as well as mitigate greenhouse gas emissions through methane degradation.
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